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Body clock link to cocaine addiction
96% relevance 13/08/1999
Scientists have discovered that the genes that control the internal body clock may also
play a role in regulating addiction to cocaine.

similar stories

Alarm at surge in cocaine abuse
96% relevance 03/09/1999
Cocaine use has soared among young people in England and Wales, sparking fears that
its links with a celebrity lifestyle make it the new fashion drug.

similar stories

£25m cocaine seized at docks
95% relevance 01/11/2000
Customs officers seize £25m worth of cocaine found in a shipping container of frozen
fruit in Liverpool.

similar stories

Cannabis 'may be as addictive as cocaine'
95% relevance 16/10/2000
As pressure grows to legalise cannabis in the UK, US scientists warn it may be as
addictive as hard drugs.

similar stories

Crack problem hits Scotland
95% relevance 14/08/2000
Senior police officers express "serious concerns" about the growing use of crack cocaine
in Scotland.

similar stories

Drug 'reduces cocaine craving'
95% relevance 09/04/2000
A drug successfully used to help some people quit smoking may also help curb cocaine
cravings.

similar stories

Concern over cocaine case
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95% relevance 05/04/2000
A lawyer promises to investigate the case of a grandmother jailed for trying to smuggle
£500,000 worth of cocaine out of Venezuela.

similar stories

Cocaine haul gran jailed
95% relevance 05/04/2000
A Venezuelan court jails a Scottish social worker for attempting to smuggle drugs within
days of her arrest.

similar stories

Glasgow woman on cocaine charge
95% relevance 03/04/2000
A social worker from Glasgow is arrested in South America after allegedly being caught
with about £500,000 worth of cocaine.

similar stories

Dangers of cocaine highlighted
95% relevance 03/03/2000
TV soap star Jimmy Corkill is in Northern Ireland to help highlight the dangers of
cocaine.

similar stories

Cocaine baron jailed for 20 years
95% relevance 17/02/2000
A drug baron who mastermined the supply of £8m of cocaine across the UK is jailed.

similar stories

Banknotes 'tainted with cocaine'
95% relevance 04/10/1999
More than 99% of the banknotes in circulation in London are tainted with cocaine,
according to a study.

similar stories

Queen's cousin: I took cocaine
95% relevance 05/09/1999
Princess Michael of Kent says she is confident that her son, Lord Frederick Windsor,
will not take cocaine again, after he admitted using the drug at a party.

similar stories

Lower prices fuel cocaine use
95% relevance 08/08/1999
Cheaper cocaine is luring more and more Britons to experiment with the drug -
particularly young clubbers.

similar stories
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Cocaine's month-long hangover
95% relevance 01/08/1999
Heavy cocaine use can impair a person's brain power and manual dexterity for up to a
month after the drug is last taken, say scientists.

similar stories

Customs officers face cocaine case inquiry
95% relevance 23/07/1999
An independent inquiry is to investigate the actions of Customs officers involved in the
conviction of two Scotsmen for running a £65m drugs cartel.

similar stories

Scientists crack cocaine craving
95% relevance 22/07/1999
Scientists have developed a compound that may be able to reduce drug craving.

similar stories

Tory treasurer denies cocaine claim
95% relevance 18/07/1999
Michael Ashcroft denies drug running or laundering money, but says he would not be
surprised to find his name had cropped up in files held by the US Drug Enforcement
Agency.

similar stories

Cocaine increases heart attack risk
95% relevance 01/06/1999
The risk of a heart attack is increased by 24-fold for the first hour after using cocaine,
scientists have discovered.

similar stories

Blue Peter presenter used cocaine
95% relevance 24/05/1999
One of the presenters of the world's longest-running children's television series was fired
after admitting taking cocaine.

similar stories

12kg of cocaine washes up on beach
95% relevance 06/01/1999
A woman out for a walk on an Isle of Wight beach has stumbled on cocaine with a street
value of £852,000.

similar stories

Cocaine presenter defended
95% relevance 23/10/1998
The Blue Peter presenter sacked for taking cocaine has been defended by the deputy
editor of a national newspaper.
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similar stories

£5m cocaine smuggling charges
95% relevance 29/03/1998
Two men are to appear in court charged with importing cocaine with a street value of
£5m which was allegedly found by customs officers on a light aircraft which landed at
Birmingham Airport.

similar stories

Cocaine smuggling charges
95% relevance 13/01/1998
Two men have been charged after cocaine worth £32 million was allegedly found in the
wheels of a Land Rover.

similar stories

Two charged over £32m cocaine haul
95% relevance 12/01/1998
Two men have been charged in connection with the importation of drugs after Customs
smashed a plot to bring £32m-worth of cocaine into Britain through the Channel Tunnel.

similar stories
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